
Distance Learning for Math Information Letter 
 
3/27:  Check #1-10 and 18-26 from text pages 201-202 here and be sure to complete 
your IXL skills. We are moving to Phase 2 of our distance learning plan.  Please monitor 
the website and check your e-mail for information as to how we will proceed beginning 
on 3/30. 
 
 
3/26:  Just for fun, can you solve this case #8? 
 
3/25 due 3/27:  Complete #1-10 all and #18-26 even on text pages 201-202.  Work on 
IXL skill 6.R.13 to minimum score of 80.  If you missed our meeting you can watch the 
Homework Video Tutor called: Solving Proportions Using Cross Products. 
 
3/24:  No assignment. 
 
3/23 due 3/24:  Thank you for your patience as I grade and return your work, it is a 
learning process for all of us.  
 
Complete and submit workbook page 259. 
 
 
3/20:  Check your answers to #30-40 on text page 196 here.  No additional assignments 
for today. Hopefully you can go outside to enjoy the beautiful weather today. 
 
3/19 due 3/20: Use the answer key below to check your work from text page 195. 
Complete #30-40 on text page 196, these are a little more challenging.  I will post the 
answer key tomorrow and then give the final assignment for the week. Keep up the 
good work and let me know if you have questions.   
 
Text page 195 answer key 
 
 
3/18 due 3/19:  Thank you to everyone who has sent in their work so far.  Problem #13 
on workbook page 257 is a tricky problem.  I will count it as a bonus problem for those 
who were able to work through to a correct solution.  I will send or post an explanation 
soon. 
 
Today we are moving to lesson 5.3: Proportions.  Use the two Homework Video Tutors 
entitled "Identifying whetehr two ratios are proportional". Be sure to watch both.  You 
should be able to access these through the pearsonsuccessnet website using your 
username and password. They can be found under student resources. You can also 
read through the lesson on text pages 193-194 and try the quick check examples.   
 



Complete IXL skill 6.R.12 to a minimum score of 80 and then complete #1-9 all and 
#10-28 even on text page 195.  I will post the answer key tomorrow. 
 
In case you can't find the videos, here are links to both: 
 
Video 1: Identifying whether two ratios are proportional 
Video 2: Identifying whether two ratios are proportional 
 


